Enhanced priming of antigen-specific CTLs in vivo by embryonic stem cell-derived dendritic cells expressing chemokine along with antigenic protein: application to antitumor vaccination.
Dendritic cell (DC)-based immunotherapy is regarded as a promising means for anti-cancer therapy. The efficiency of T cell-priming in vivo by transferred DCs should depend on their encounter with T cells. In the present study, we attempted to improve the capacity of DCs to prime T cells in vivo by genetic modification to express chemokine with a T cell-attracting property. For genetic modification of DCs, we used a recently established method to generate DCs from mouse embryonic stem cells. We generated double-transfectant DCs expressing a chemokine along with a model Ag (OVA) by sequential transfection of embryonic stem cells, and then induced differentiation to DCs. We comparatively evaluated the effect of three kinds of chemokines; secondary lymphoid tissue chemokine (SLC), monokine induced by IFN-gamma (Mig), and lymphotactin (Lptn). All three types of double transfectant DCs primed OVA-specific CTLs in vivo more efficiently than did DCs expressing only OVA, and the coexpression of SLC or Lptn was more effective than that of Mig. Immunization with DCs expressing OVA plus SLC or Mig provided protection from OVA-expressing tumor cells more potently than did immunization with OVA alone, and SLC was more effective than Mig. In contrast, coexpression of Lptn gave no additive effect on protection from the tumor. Collectively, among the three chemokines, expression of SLC was the most effective in enhancing antitumor immunity by transferred DCs in vivo. The findings provide useful information for the development of a potent DC-based cellular immunotherapy.